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ABSTRACT 
The NASA Ames Research Center developed panel code (PMARC) is investigated to 
explore its suitability for aerodynamic missile design purposes. To this end, PMARC is first 
assessed by applying it to several problcrlls for which other solutions and c:-.:perimental data are 
available. i.e., steady flow pas! a wing-body configuration, delta willgs, biplane wings, wings in 
grol,JI\d effect, and unsteady flow of pitching and impulsively started wings. Good agreement is 
found in all cases. PMARC is then applied to twO missile configurations. Again, encouraging 
agreement with available experimental data is foulld provided the wake shedding from the 
missile body is modeled properly. 
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I. INTRODlJCTION 
Typical air-Io-air missile aerodynmnic design work i5 done primarily Il~ing sem i-
empirica l chart or computer tools. These tools are lim ited to pn:viously investigatt'd missile 
configurations and flight regimes_ Another method to he used for initial design tasks may be the 
use of a relatively "inexpensive" code like the N ASA-developed Panel ]I,'\cthod-Amcs Research 
Center (PMARC) software. This code allows for any arbitrary cOHfiguration to be modeled 
wi thin the lim itations of inviscitl , incompressible aerodynamics 
The purpose of this work is to determine i f the PMARC computer code provides a viable 
tool for initial design tasks of tactical m;<;si lc airframes_ All of this work is conducted on the 
Naval l'ostgraduate School' s (NI'S) computer systems. The majori ty of the work is completed 
on the Department of Aeronaut ics and Astronautics Si licon Graphics Incorporated (SGJ) 
workstat ions while much oflh'" uusteady computations and other large jobs are nm on the NPS 
Computer Center's Y-MP EL98 Cray eOlupmer. The analysis of oscillat ing wings requ ires a 
la rge amount of memory and processor time, This part of the study is done exclusively on the 
CrH) computer. 
The scope of this analysis is to understand the design eapahi lities of the PMARC code in 
terms of initial missile aerodynamic de~ign task<. . The approach is to va lidate YMARC against 
existing Jata. Steady as we ll as unsteaJy tlows are modeled by PI\-1ARC. Comparisons are 
made for each type of flow. The ability to provide design data is examined to validate the 
usefu ln",ss of PM ARC as a missile design tool. 
In ilial work is dom; to verify previous results using PMARC. and comparisons are made 
to existing experimental and theordical data. The primary focus of the remaining work is to 
eva ll! ~te PMARC for the analysis of miss ile configurations To this end. two miss ile 
configu rations are invest igated 

H. OVERVIEW OF PMARC CODE 
The P/I.,IARC code is used to computationally predict inviscid, incompressible flow 
fields around arbitrarily shaped three-dimensional configurations. All solut ion, presenkd in this 
study are produced using version 12.2\ of the PMARC code . The principal lim itation of the 
PMARC code is that it is based on potential flow mode led by the Lapiae~ equation [Ref. \ j. 
(2.1) 
The lack ofviscoLJ.'; modeling inhibits the computation of drag du~ to viscosity, but the induced 
drag due to lift (C Di ) may be calcu lated . A, an example, for a symmetric wing at 7,ero angle-of-
attacK (AOA) in un iform flow, prvl,\RC calculates 7,<:ro drag force which reproduces the dass ical 
d"A lembert's paradox 
PMARC also provides some ~apability to model internal three-dimensional and jet flows 
[Ref. 2]. The mode ling of a complex t hr~e-dimensiona\ hody in PMARC requires ",xtensive 
experience and underslanding of the PMARC conslruction process. An execlle1l1 suppl~m~ntar)' 
introduction on th~ general use of PMARC i, shown in a NPS prepared maTLual [R~f. 4J 
Reference [4J is limited primarily to the discussion of using PMARC to analyze wing shapes and 
does T10r provide specific information on wing-hody contigurations 
I'MARC is wr itl",,, in FORTRAN with an OlleO architecture to allow easy user 
modification to the code, Also, provided the user has acccss to the source cod~, PMARC can he 
res iz",d (i .e., the maximum numbo:r of panels can he changed) in a matkr of minutes to optimil,e 
the codc for the model siz~ h",ing run . This type of utility is discusscd in more detail la t~r 
The hody reprcsentation of the fiow potential is modeled by constant5tr~nb'1:h source and 
doublet distributions over cach panel. Th~ us~ of constant sourc~ distribut ions indicates that 
Pr>.IARC is a low-order method. The cod~ us~s an internal Dirich let boundary condition at each 
discr~ti;o;ed point on the sll rface in order to solve the velocity potential at that point. Thcrcfore, 
the .,ources are explicilly determincd hased on the external llormal vclocities whiel, is zero for a 
configuration with no jet flow (i,e., no fiow through the surface) and the known onset velocity 
vector [Ref. I). Th~ doublet strengths are determ ined using an intcgra l equation which 
prescribes the conu il ion on th~ inner potcntial. The inncr potential defines the veloc ity fic ld on 
and around the body_ The shed vortex sheets are gcnerated hy wake douhlct panels, and the 
vortex strength is Clliculated hy applying the Kulla cond ition at the trailing edge for lifting wings 
[Rd's . 2, 5J. For lifting bodies, such as missiles, the doublet strength of the wake pane ls being 
shed from along the body length is calculated by differencing the doublet strength of the 
neighboring panels whose common edges define the wake separation line [Refs. 1,2] 
PlvlARC employs a timc-stepping wake model routine that allows the user to specify a 
prescrihed motion for the paneled ~onfigura1ion. This provides analysis of modeled bodies 
executing maneuvers or oscillating motions. The timc-stepping routines permit the solution of 
e ilher steady or unsteady flows to be solved as wel l as investigating imlieia l aerodynamics_ Thc 
wakes from the modeled geometry are developed over a series of time steps and show the 
development of the flow and wake traJcctory [Ret: I J 
A. GENERAL PMARC USAGE 
The use of the I'MAKC code consists of generating an input Ilk necessarily named 
DATA5 whi(;h contains the information defining the geometry ufthe model as well as the flow 
conditions and any boundary conditions imposed. This process in PMARC is similar, albe it 
milch simpler, to the meshing process m:eded in a full Computatiottal Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 
analysis 
A DATA5 input file for a wing-body conftguration is shown in the PMARC manual 
[Ref. I ]. Sample DATA5 input files are ineluded in the appendices for a similar wing-body 
configuration [Ref 2:l] and also for a more complicated ~anard-tail-body missile mode l [Kef. 2 t , 
22J. Additional iHput files for basic wing models are shown in Ref [4] and in the appendices 
Fur the begjlluing PMARC user understand ing the analysis of a bas ic wing model is the best 
place to start 
1. Running PMARC with an Existing Executahle 
Assllmiug a PrvlARC executable file (e.g., pmarct2) has already been placed itt a user 
exccutab le directory (e.g., lusr/ local/bin), the only other necessary item needed to produce a set 
of PMARC output is Ihe input fi le named DATA5. Several sample input Illes can he copied imo 
a uSer directGry from the lusr!loca llPMARC t\'lodcls directory. Typicnlly, a user subdirectory 
(e.g., /d4!smitWpmarc) is created and u,ed to store the data files_ The following is an example of 
a command which can be issued at the UNIX prompt to copy a fil~ into the curren! user 
dircctory: 
cp / usrllocaIIPMARC_J\lodeis/planforml nATA5 
Th is copies a PMARC input fi le named "planfo rml " into the curren! dircctory ~nd changcs its 
namc to DATA5 , This file contains the infomlat ion to modcl a NACA 4-digit wiug, Therc are 
othcr input files located in this PIVlARC model dircclOl)' thaT can b~ copied inTO thc uscr 
directory, To cxeeutc PMARC, the fo llowing command is entered at the UNIX prompt 
pmarcl2 
At the cnd of a succes~flll run, two other files (DATA6 and DATA22) are g~nerated in this 
dire ~to r'Y ' Thcse arc the only two OlilpUl fi les Icft at thc end of the run as the scveral other "fort' 
files appearing dur ing PMARC cxecution are tctnl)Orary fi les and they are deletcd automatically , 
The DATA6 output file conta ins all the inform ation gcnemtcd by PMA KC in ASCI I 
form including the ~c rodynamie coeff'ieients ami the geometric data, Thc DATA22 output file 
contains the information used in the po st-p ro~essor vis llalizalion program. This code i, 
discussed late r 
rwo corrections are noted from material presented in the Subsonic Load Analysis 
M~nual l Re f. 4]. First, it Sla tes that only the DATA5 input fi le can exist in the Cllrrent di rectory 
whcn executing PMARC . Actualty, any "umber of files Ci\[l exist in the direc tory with OAT A5 
as long as they are not named the same as any of the PJ\1AKC outpu t file, (i ,e., DATAo, 
DATA 7, OAT A22, fort .16, fort.18, fort.19, fort.20, and fort ,21). Second, the wing model fo r the 
NAC A 6-d igi t input file included in tho: manual ~hows data points defining the ai rfoil section 
starting at the wing leading edge. PMARC hand les wing ana lys is be;;l when the wing is 
con5t ructed from the trail ing edge ami wrap, continuously around the undcrside to the leadin g 
edgc and back to the trailing edge. This allows the slope d iscontinu iry in the wing patcb to occur 
at the trailing edgc where the wake is forced to separatc. Olhcrwise, erroneous results may occur 
when calculating tbe ae rodynamic coefficietl!5 for the wing. 
2. Creating a PMARC Executable 
A s i tll~tion might exist where olily thc I'JVI ARC sourco: code is available, and it has no t 
been compiled. Sim ilar ly, a new executab le might be needed if the existing PMARC executable 
is compilo:d with certai" arrays (e.g., thc "umber ofa tlowabte surface or wake panel, ) set too low 
for the current model. For example, if the PMARC executable availllbJc on the system is 
compiled with a maximum allowable number of surface panels set at ZOOO, and the user Illode l 
re(luires 5000 panels then a ncw executable should be compiled with a larger number of 
allowable panels indicated 
Thn:e files are needed for compiling the I'MARC code: the I'MARC sourcc code (i.e, 
prnarclZ.f), PARAM.DAT. and COMMON .F. 'lhe CO\1MON.F file deals with the FORTRAN 
common blocks inside the PMARC source crnle. It is unlikely a user would need to modify this 
file unless modifications are made 10 the source code itself. A typical item to change in 
PARAM.VAT is the NSPDIM parameter which sets the limit on the number of surface panels 
allowed on the current model. II is important to note thal lhe number of speCified surface panels 
needs 10 be only as large as necessary to run the current lJ)odel. If this parameter is set 
unnecessarily la rge, il drives up the memory requirements for runn ing PMARC wh ich can slow 
down the execution of the code especially if operating on the Cray computer. Reference [I] 
discusses the memory requirements based 011 thc user specified si/e of the input arrays 
To update a PMARC executable to reflect the CUrrelit values of the panlrneters in 
PARAM.DAT, the sourt:e corle must be recornpiled. Changing the values ill PARAM.UA't 
without recompiling the source code will have no effect on the current executable being used 
If a user is operating with his own copy of the sourct: coclt:, il is recommt:ndcd thaI the 
PMARC executable be placed in a "bin-type" subdirectory which is searche!.l from all locations 
of the user's account. Thi s allows the user to execute Pi\'IARC from any suhdirectory. The path 
must be set in Ih~ user's ,login file to akrt the system that it should search this bin directory for 
executab les. The path should he set to the user's particular disk and user name . A line like the 
following shou ld be placed in the .login file 
set Ilath = ( ld4lsmithfhill Spath) 
While inside the bin subdirectory that contains the pmarcl2.L PARAM.DAT. and 
CO:>'IMON.t: file" the following command is issued on a SGI workslation 10 create ~ I'MARC 
executable called "pmart:1Z_Z" 
n7 -0 pmarc12_2 pmarcl2.f 
A d ifferent name shou ld be assigned to the new e);:eeutable other than the olle residing on the 
sys tem to avoid confusion (e.g., PJllarc12_Z instead ofpmardZ). This diffe renL name can be any 
chosen by the user to help identify the PARAM,DAT parameters set for that given executable 
If ~ornpiling on the Cray computer the same process is follov.ed ex~eptlhe wrnmand L" 
cn7 -0 pm:lrd2_2 pmarc12.f 
There are ~Iso dilfe rent options for wmpiling on Ihe Cray 10 take advantage of vectorized and 
parallel pro~essing capabililie~. The above eray command shows a process that will generate a 
functional executable without any optimization 
After the above steps arc taken, typi ng the ~ommand pmarcl2_2 at the UNIX prompt in 
a subdirectory containing a va lid J)A TAS inp"t file should properly execute the PM/\RC cod", 
and generate the DATA6 and DATA22 output files 
B. GEOMETRY MODELING IN PMARC 
As in allY mesh generation for CFD or Fini te Elem",nt Analysis (FEA) knowl",dge of the 
too ls available and their lim itations is based on eXllerienee and training. The true "art" of such 
analysis is b",ing abl", to determine what makes a viable grid and what does nOl, The accuracy 
frolll any type of computational analysis is lim it"''' by the assumptions and capability of the 
computer cod", being used , The best way to start modeling in PMARC is to modify an existing 
file that is similar to the model of current interest, Several sample input files currently exist 00 
the Department of Aeronautics and /\strollautics SGr workstation m:lwork. 
When dealing with a NACA 4-digi t airfoil, lih a NACA 2412 for example, PiV1ARC 
offers all aUIO!II~tic airfoil generation optioll. This pro~ess is well outlined in Ref. [4], Th", user 
has options in sp",cifyiug tlw number of 5pa]]1Nise arl(] chordwise panels as well as th", riesired 
aspect ratio. For more complicated cross-sections lik", a NACA 6-digit airfoil , a set of actual 
di~cretil",d panel poi1lIs must be inpuned to th", DATA5 fik as shown for the NACA 65-412 
airfoil in Rd. [~ l 
Th", generation of a wing"body geometry is a more complicated proc",ss. Now the wing 
must be mod",led as before plus the bod)' must be coupled with the wing. Refen:nce 111 and 
severa l appendices show sample DA TA5 input tiles for several wing-hody configurations. \Vhat 
must be understoOO is that the wing and body pand poillts must be aligned so that there arc 110 
holes ill the interface between the surfac",s. This requires all effort in defining the georn",lry 
precisely and accounting for each and every panel comer point location. As seen ill any of the 
wing-body input files the panel spacing on tbe bod)' mllst correspond to the chordwise panel 
spacing on the wing. Unfortunately, since each panel intersection point along the fuselage ITlIlst 
be manually placed to mat~h the wing points, changing the number of ehordwise wing pands at 
a latn time becomes very arduous. Hence, it is bendicial to initially know the best panel 
configuration, but obvious ly this is not always possible. 
C. GRAPHICS VISUALIZATION 
1. The General Visualization System (CVS) 
Another code to be used in addition to PtvtARC is the NASA GYS software [Ref. 31 
This is a post-processor sofiware which takes lhe graphical DATA22 output file from PMARC 
and provides visuali :l:3l ion or the geometry ami flow parameters. The documentation for the 
GYS Version 3.1.00 used here is very lim ited [Ref. 31. Fortunately, the GYS software is mouse 
driven, fairly intuitive and easy to use for [[)ost general cases. A SllpplelTlentMy explanation of 
the GVS software is made in Ref. [4] 
TIle GYS sofh.vare is useful when initially construct ing a geometric model. PMARC has 
the option of rtllloiTl!? the m<Xle l for the g~ometry only . This allows the user to quickly vis llalil~ 
the geometry and check it for errors. This is beneficial because I'MARC is unforgiving when 
syntax errors exist or any required terms arC mnitted in the OATA5 input file. PMARC does not 
contain any internal diagnostic type programming. At b~st, whcn an input error is made in 
DATA5, thc user can expect a cryptic FORTRAN errur message which docs not providc much 
hclp 
2. GVS Operation 
This scetion provides a gcncral ovcrview of the GYS setup and operation and is included 
for thc sake of compJetcn~ss. The basic proccss to sct up au user account for GYS use is as 
follows. Firs t a uscr subd irectory called GYSDIR is created. Sccond, th~ directories and files 
from iusrilueaI/GYSDJR_INSTALL are copied into thc GYSDlR subdirectory. Wh~n this is 
completed the GVSDIR directory should havc two subdirectories: iTM P. and ILOCAL. Now the 
GYS eodc can be mil by making ,,,,,r~ the current directory is GYSDIR and entcring the 
eOlnrnand g"s at lh~ UNIX prompt. Sev~ra l windows wi ll appcar aftcr a few seconds 
a. Loading a PMARC Output File 
1'0 load a DATAn file the proceeding process must be adhered to O ne GYS 
requireme'li is that 'he DATA22 file must be changed to allY name not exceeding eight 
characters with the extension of .fm! (e.g., wingout.frTlt) . In the File-Access box click the mouse 
OTI the Mod-I'i l ~-List button. Cl ick on the "Kull button and it changes to P~llPS. Clic k on th~ 
File-Name bunoTl, and lype in the path to the PMARC output file in the highlighted space (e.g .. 
IsiriUsid llsrnith/pmarclwingout.fllll). Now cl ick Oil lhe Add·Narne button, and tlren cl ick on lhe 
C lose button. The path and file just entered should appear in lhe File· Access box . Click 0 11 the 
new File-Path buttoll to highlight it. and thell click 011 the Acquire hurlOn. GVS should indicate 
that it has staned to load the sekcted filt:. The P~JARC model geo rr rdry shou ld appear in the 
Grap il ics Window after GVS has finished loading the selected file This process to rcad a 
graphi~s input rL le into GVS iSOUl li ncd in more deta il in Ref. [4] 
3. Flm'l-' Phenomena Animation 
A usefll l option whik visualizing wake time steps is in the K~yti-ame ·Contro l bo" in 
GV S Inside the Keyframe,COlL lrOI box i.<, the PMARC· ElLnbled box The lIse of this option cal< 
be illustr~ted in the following exam ple. If the Cp distribution on an oscillating wing i~ selected, 
and the shed wakes are animated, then what is seen on the wing is the color contour Cp 
distribution for the first tlme step. fly default , th is Cp contour does not change wilh each time 
step. When the PMARC-Enab led box is clicked on, it changes to PMARC-Pbenomena-A l\vays· 
On. This option allows the Cp distribution to he updated wit h each time step ;r long with each 
~hed wakc. This shows the user how tire pressurc is changing over the object at ea ch subsequent 
time step. By adivatillg [h is option, lhe animation process can bc slowed significantly since thc 
computer is updating thc Cp color contour for each time stcp. For ste~dy state problems, 
updating the Cp color conlour is not as much an issue. but the option c~n still be used to 
visuali?e the deve loping flow field. This process can be used to update any of the flow 
phenomena calculated in P~JARC (eg., vclocity magnitude. doublet strength . 1I,. jaci, number, 
erc .) 
4. Plotting from CVS 
Another option which is mainly uscd when generating hardcopy outputs from GVS is 
changing the background color ofthc geometry window. The default background of the graphics 
window is black , and the ohject is white. This provides a rather poor color combination for 
produc ing plots. By selecting the Color-Sct box an option for selecting background color is 
provided. Selecting tbe background color to white and tbe object li nes to color will allow a 
better plot to be cre~ted 
The built-in output generation ;;apabil ity of GVS is fo und to be insufficient. The SGI 
'snapshot" function produces a beuer plot. TIle snapshot function saves a usa seleded window 
area as a R(jB file. Options to convert th is RGB file into a pluuable postscript fi le are either to 
use the SGI "tops" function or to read the RGB fil e into the "xvicw" program (e.g., xv 
filcname.rgb). and then save it as a postscript file (e.g., filenamc.ps). Now th is file can be sent to 
a postscript pr inter 
rH. DATA EXTRACTION 
fh e DATA6 output file from PMARC can cont.1in a I~rge amount of data generated 
during program execut ion_ Thne are differenl user·selected optiolls in tbe DATA5 input file to 
control how much data is written to the DATA6 output file depending on the needs of the u~er. 
:'h is section is a hrief overview of how a user miglll \l5e the UNIX env iWllment to extract certain 
pieccs of data automatically from tbe I'MARC output tilc . Two sHmple UNIX script codes are 
incl uded for reference. 
Olten on ly one or two particular coefficients are of interest fo r a given run, For a steady 
stille solution, it is a fairl y easy task to edit DATA6 and extract the data of in terest. It 
however. in effici~!lt to edit the OATA6 file- to extract th~ d~ta for each time step for an unsteady 
cas~ . As an ~xamplc for the oscillating wing cases that are discussed latec there could be a few 
hundred time steps and the C1 value at , say th~ mid-chord, is of primary ;ntnes\. Obv iously. 
l!1anually ~xtraeting these values at each time step from DATA6 requires a la rge amount oft;",e 
The following information prescnts options on extrac ti ng .',uch data in a semi-autonomous 
method 
Shown here is the use of the UNIX AWK bnguag~ to exlract the d~sired data for a few 
general cases. The use of the Awk and Grep commands directs th~ eo",put~r to filter through a 
file for a part icular phrase or charactn grouping and thell extract the selected field or number 
This plOV~s to b~ a useful tool in the dailimanipulation of l'r>.lARC output data, A " scr ipt code" 
in UNIX is sim ply a list of input commands placed in a file lind th~TI ~x~cukd. These commands 
Clill be indiv idually executed by th~ IISer at the UNlX prornpL but by pladng them in an 
executab le script file an effici~[lt method to do repeated data extr~etion is "r~ated, The extracted 
data is pip~d into a tile iTl ASCII fo rmat w hich is relld into any plottin g routine or ~ program likt" 
MATLAB and then &hown gmpllically 
The ,cript Coode in Figure 2 . 1 is used to extract t h~ C1 and Cm values aT the lllid-dlOru of 
an oscilla ting wing at every tim~ step for a given run , Th~ script code in Figure 2.2 is used to 




t:cho Process to extract d and cm from DATA6 PMARC output file 
echo 
t:cho I<Please stand byl: Processing DATA6 information\> 
grep WTNDDATA6>outl 
awl< 'prev=="AXES" {print] {pn:v=$2}' out!:> out2 
awl< '{print $2.$5]' out2 > clem 
(m out! oul2 
echo 
echo The output filt: name is \"dcm\" 
echo 
echo 
echo over that particular line of data 
F'igure 2.1 Sample Data Extraction F'ile. 
#I/binlsh 
# A WK Script to cxtrad values from the PMARC output DATA6 file 
# Finds "FiODY AXES" and skips 59 1iues then pick s first field ($ J) 
If wh ich is thc tOlal CN value and second field ($2) which is CA 
# and fourth field (S4) which is the C_m vaJue 
ccho 
echo Reads in DAT A6 filt: and 
ccho CN, CA. C_m data is put in file aimout 
awk' 
, DA TA6 > aimout 
# Gcts 59 line after BODY AXES term 
# Gcts fields 
Figure 2.2 Sample Data Extraction File. 
For a steady ca~ problem, such as is examined for the missile models, the time Step 
information is not as imponant. Whattll;S allows the user to easily see is how quickly the code 
converges to the steady State solution by examining the change in the coefficient values over the 
range of time steps specified. This might indicate that more time steps are needed to properly 
reach some convergence criteria. 
For proper use of the codes, these script codes must be made executable in the UNIX 
environment. This is accomplished by using the following command at the UNIX prompt: 
chmod +x scriptname 
Where the "~riptname" in this case is whatever user-defined filename is given to the script file. 
These codes can be modified to fit many different data extraction needs. By changing the term to 
be searched for, the number of skipped lines, and the character fields to be extracted many 
different possibilities on data manipulation are evident I'or fun her information on using tile 
Awk and Grepcommands, see Refs. [6, 7] 

LY. YERlFLCATION OF THE PMARC CODE 
II is f",1t thaI 10 properly understand Iht: im portant aspects of the PMARC wde and to 
es tablish confiJt:m;e in the numerical results that a sl!ries of comparisons between the PlVlARC 
results and publisllt:d ro:su lts is needed. Therefore , comparisons arc Hlade of steady state flows, 
osci llating wing cases, indicial aerodynamic responses, and wake j ntcrfer"'n~t: results 
A. STEADY STATE COMPARISO"fS 
I. Wing·Body Configuration 
In the PMARC inSlrllction mallual [Ref 1] a case for a slender hody with wings is 
presented for a comparison ofpre.',i,Llrc coefficient (ep) \'a lues over tho: upper and lower slirfaces 
[Ref. 8"1 Shown in Figure 3.1 is the wing-body geometry, and in Figure 3.2 is the ep d;~trj bu(ion 
from experimental data and from the PMARC output. Within Ihe resolution of the pre~~nted 
uala, the Cp comparison appears fairly c lose. A lift coefficient (Cd comparison is made 
bet\\'een a PMARC model and published re~u lts from Rom [Rd. 91 , The configurat ion is simi lar 
10 thaI of Figure 3.1, but it has a blllnt tail as seen in Figure 3.3. The comparison shown in 
Figure 3.4 indicates a reasonable agreement hetv.'ccn Rom'S data and the PMARC data 
2. Delta Wings 
A wmparison is made between PMARC and publishcd experimcntal CL results of delta 
wings with two different as~ct ratios from Bertin and Smith [Ref 10] . The comparisons in 
Figure J,5 show good agreement in the low AOA rcgions and thcn an increasing deviation as the 
AOA exceeds 10' to This type of behavior is expectcd since the P/l.1.ARC code is linear in 
AOA . 
The delta wing wilh HSpect ratio of 0.83 demonstrates an increased experimental CL 
abovc the linear PMARC rcsult at higner AOA due 10 the gelleratiorl of vortex lift caused by the 
wing c()nfiguration. l3y us ing a s imple trailing edge sncd wakc modcl in thc PMARC Hnalysis, 
no attempt to model the \'ortex lift is madc. The ~ddjtional lift from thc vortcx formation is sccn 
10 diminish as the AnA approaehcs 40' due to the vortices burs ting soon after formalion A 
delhI willg with an aspect ratio of 0.,'13 has a long chord to span ratio which enhances the vortex 
liltdlects 
The della wing with the aspect ratio of 3.97 shows a linear relationship of the 
experimental data unlillift is reduced at around an AOA of 20°. This delta wing ha5 a longer 
span to chord rat io which reduces the effect of any additional vortex lift. The developing 
vortices simply cannot affect a wing of this shape as much a~ in the case of the U.83 aspect ratio 
delUl win g. Therefore, for the aspect ratio 3.97 delta wing no significant additional vortex lift is 
generated. However, the lift curve slope, dCdda, becomes progressively smaller as the aspect 
ralio decreases [Kef. \OJ- This is seen in the comparisons mad~ in Figure 3.5 
3. Biplane Wings 
An analysis is done by Milne-Thomson [Ref. IIJ on the effects of two-dimensional 
airfoils flying in close proximity to one another in a biplane configuration. This analysis 
indicales the top airfoil has higher li ft than the lower. This result is confirmed by PMARC for an 
aspeet ratio 20 wing at an AOA of 10° as shown in Figure 3.6. Although not shown here, Milne-
Thomson also shows that the lower airfoil would have less drag than the top airfoil. 111ese 
effects arc seen to decrease as the disUlnce between the airfoils increased. As shown in Figure 
).6 the pair of two-dimensional wings provides a higher Cl than the aspect ratio 20 wings. 
Figure 3.1 PMARC Wing-Body Panel (;comctry, From Her. 11/. 
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Figure 3.5 Inlta W ing CI. CQmpari.50n (thickness=O.12c), After Ref. [10[. 
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Figure 3.6 Upper and Lower Wing Mid-s pan C1 for Unstaggered Biwings. Aner Ref. [11[-
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4. Wings in Ground Plane Effect 
The PMARC code has an internal capability to model the ground p lane This is a fairly 
simple task in a potential f10w code since model ing a ground plane consists only of creating a 
symmetric model image and placing it the appropriate distance away. Difficulties arc 
cncoumered in attempting to use the PMARC internal ground plane modeL 111e data generated 
by PMARC in this case is not cons istent with exist ing data. Eventually, for this analysis , a 
symmetric wing is modeled and placed at the appropriate dis tance away from the original wing 
in order to generate a ground plane 1Il0deL The results prove reasonable as seen in tbe 
comparison made to Kohlman's data [Ref. 12] in Figure 3.7. Kohlman's data is generated from 
a simplified analysis based on a single horseshoe vortex. 
[n Kohlman's data, an increase is seen in the lift coefficient ratio at lower AOA while the 
wing is f1y ing ncar the ground. As the AOA is increased, the lift coefficient ratio is adversely 
affected and in fact can he seen to fall below the no-interference lift codTicient. Although the 
exact CL's are not compared, the PMARC data in general matches tbe Kohlman's results fairly 
well 
Figure :3.7 Wing in Ground Effect Com[.arisoo (NACA0007 Rectangular Wing. AR=7), 
After Ref. 1121. 
B. UNSTEADY FLOW COMPARISONS 
Seveml compari,ons are made between PMARC results and pllbli~h~d resu lts for 
oscillating wings, wings in impu ls ively St3rtCfl !lows, ~nd the wake interact ions of tandem wings 
J. Pitching Wing Comparisons 
Comparisons of n:sulls lor wings executing hannonic pitch oscillations are mad~ 
between an aspect ratio 20 wing in PMARC, Thcodorscn's two-dimens iona l analysis [Refs. 13, 
17), and the NPS two-dimensional , unsteady, p~ncl code [Refs. 14, [5, 161. Martin and !(roo 
[Rd. 131 aClllal ly make comparisons between Theodorsen's two-dimensional equations [Ref. 17J 
fo r an a irfoil in pilch and plunge motion aJ)u their own rUIlS using the PMARC cod"" The 
equation prcsentcJ in Ref. 1131 for the moment coefficient of a rwo-dirm:nsional airfo il 
os(;illaling in pitch only is found to be in error . T here is an erroneous nt:gat ivt: sign in the first 
term of lhe ~quation , T he corrected pitching moment equatiO!l is ' 
Tilt: lift coefficient equation for a two·dilllt:",ional ai rfoil ill pilCh on ly is: 
(C,(t »p =TCCl oIA + 2(F( O.5 -a)k ! G)jeos(wt) 
+r:uo lae +2(F -( 0.5- a)GkJsin(wt) 
(3. 1) 
(3.2) 
The "F" and "G"' terms in Equations 3 .1 and 3.2 are the real and imaginary eompont:nts from the 
Tht:odo rsen funClion , and "uo'- is th~ pitch mOlion ampl itlldt: in radians. Thc rcduced frt:qut:n~y 
"I;. " is t:qualto wblU", with "b" being thc airfo il half-chord, and "a" is the location oftht: pitching 
ax is [Rt:f. 13 ]. "-'[arlin and Kmo examine many difft:rent parameters in thei r ana lysis of unstcady 
wing mot ions. Th t: principal goa l of this comparison i5 to consider the lift alld pilchillg momcnt 
eoeffic it:nts for a wing pi tching about it, one-half chord point 
Shown in Figure 3.R ii. the comparison betwcen Theodorsen's cquation,> and Iht: resulting 
PMAR C data at 3 reduc~d frequency of k=0.3. Tht: lift ~nd pitching moment coefficients ar~ 
match~d fa irly well. Shown in Figur~ 3.9 is the comparison betw~t:n the PMARC results and 
those oblaint:d by tI ,t: NPS codc for jift coeffic ient and moment eQcfiie it:lIi al a rt:duct:d 
frequcney ork=0.3, This compari ~on shows good ag ret:mt:T11 
2. Impulsively Started Wings 
The PMARC code inherently starts all runs with an impulsive start unless otherwise 
directed. Martin and Kroo [Ref. 13] make a brief comparison of an im pulsively started 
rectangular wing with an aspect ratio of 6. Katz and Plotkin [Ref IS] illvestigate im pulsively 
started wings for the case of several different aspect ratios of rectangular wings and compare 
them with other potcnt ia l fluw computer codes. Shown in Figure 3.1 0 are indicial Ct. result~ 
computed with PMARC compared to the results from Katz and Plotkin. Shown in Figure 3.11 
are the induced drag coefficicnt (C lli ) comparison . An AGARD report hy Lomax [Ref. 19] 
presents indicial lift coefficients for impulsively started wings fo r rectangular and delta wings 
Shuwn in Figure 3.12 are the rectangular wing Ct rumparison bctween Lomax and the P\1ARC 
results. Figure ].1] provides the CL comparison for an aspect ratio 4 dclta wing. Actually 
Lomax plots lift curve slope ratios instead of lift coefficient ratios, but fo r low ADA the ratios 
are essentially the same as the uependence un ADA will cancel out 
!figure 3.8 Oscillating \Ving Coefficient Comparisons to Thcodorscn's F.quations for 
NACA 0007, AR~20 Rectangular Wing Pitcbiug at the <:12 axis, After 
Ref. [1.31. 
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Figurl:' J.9 Oscillating Wing Coefficient Comparisons to Ibl' NPS Panel Code for NACA 
OOUi, AR=20 Rectangular Wing Pitcbhlg at tbe ell axis, After Ref. [16). 
Figure 3.10 C, . Comparisons for Jmpulsinly Started W ings, After Ref. [18J . 
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Figure 3.11 Induced C" Comparison ror an Impulsively Slarted Wing, Afler Ref. [18[. 
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Figure 3.12 Impulsively Slarled Lin Coemricnl Ralio Comparison ror AR = 4 and 6, 
NACA 0007, R~langularWings, AflerRef. [19[. 
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l'igurt! 3.13 Impulsively Started Lift Coefficient Ratio Comparison for AR = 4, 
NACA 0007, Delta Wing, After Rcf. [191. 
3. Wings in Tandem 
i\ comparison is made 10 an analysis of a two-dimensional pair of airfoils flying in 
tandem as shown by Glauert [Ref. 20] . lbe theoretica l results predicted by Glanert for the two 
dimensional case indicate that an airfoil having a chord length twice that of each ind ividual 
airfoil set in tandem has the average lift coefficient of the tandem pair as shown in Equation 3.3: 
(3.3) 
Anempts 10 model this exact geometry in a three·dimensional configuration using the 
PM ARC code meet w ith mixed results. The problem found is that the wake being convecteJ 
dowmlream from the forward wing impinged upon the aft wing and penetrate the aft w ing's 
surface during the subsequent time step_ Therefore, the cases studied are those tha t avoided this 
penetration. Jonc8 and Platzcr rRef 16] find for a two-dimensional wake inlcrnction computer 
code that hy decreasing the time step to very small rdative values the cOllvected wake will avoid 
the aft wing. This approached proves to be computationally unreasonable for the three-
dimerisionall'MARC code 
Two cases are dcviscd where the forward wing's wake passes close to th~ aft wing but 
docs not actually touch it. In each case two Willg;; are placed in tandem s~parated by three chord 
lengths measured frorn leading edge to leading edge. 'Ine first case places the wing system at a 
global AOA of 10° so that the forwaru wing wake passes over the aft wing. The CL's ar~ 
COlllpared for th~ developing flow of the first case in Figure 3. 14. In the sceond case, the aft 
wing is shifted 0.2 chord lengths above the for .... ard wing, and each individual wing ;5 placed at 
an AOA of 100 so that the forward wing wake passes below the aft wing. 'n]e Ct comparison of 
the second case is shown in Figure 3.15. The resu lting mid-span section lift coefficients arc 
compared to a sing le wing with tv.'icc the chord length of each illdiviuual wing Wings with 
a8pect rati08 of 6 and 20 are compared although only asp~ct ratio (, wings are shown in Figures 
3.14 and 3. IS Table 3.1 compares the resulting values from the PMARC runs for the section lin 
coefficients 
AR I C, for 2x c~ord 
Single Wmg 
6 I 0.9035 
20 I 1.0639 
Average C, for Global 
AOA of 100 
0.7595 
0.9969 
Average C, for Aft 
Wing Shifted 1-0.2c 
0.74\9 
1.0047 
Table 3,1 1 antlcm Wmgs Avcrage SectIOn Lift Coefficlcnt Comparisons. 
The average section lin wefficicnts shown in Tablc 3.1 arc calculaled from the section 
lift coefficient8 from the forward wing and the aft wing as sh()wn in Equati()n 3.1. The pair of 
wings with aspect ratio 20 have a section lift coefficient closer to the theoretical va lue predicted 
by Glauert than the aspect rat io 6 pair. Also, some deviation from th~()I)' is to b~ exp~ct~d since 
it is not pCl8Sible to follow the exact geometry presented by Glauert. 
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Figure 3.14 Two Wings in Tandem al a Glohal AOA of 10°, Scpanllcd by Three Chord 
Lengths Leading Edge to Leading Edge, After Ref. [201. 
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Figure 3.15 Two Wings in Tandem with the Aft Wing Three Chord Lengths (Lellding Edge 
to Leading Edge) Behind and Shifted 0.2 Chord Lengths Up, After Ref. 120J. 

v. RESULTS OF MISSILE MOIJELING 
A. MISSI.LE AIRFRAME DISCUSSION 
The primary focus of the remaining work is 10 evaluate "MARC for aerodynamic missile 
design. To this end, the [l'issiJe configurations studied by Smith el. at, [Refs. 21, 22] and by 
Meyer [Ref. 2J] arc investigated. Smith carries out ~ series of Mach 0.2 wind tU J1uel 
cxptrimcnls on the configuration seen in Figure 'l . la. The Pl"IARC model is show[\ in Figure 
4.1 b. Normal, moment, and axial force coeffic ients are found as a function of AOA. Additional 
parameters considered arc control surface deflection nnd mi,;; iJe roll angle. Simil~rly, Meyer 
(;onducts wind tunnel experiments at Mach 0.1 on tll<: configuration seen in Figure 4.2a. His 
primary cOllcern ceUlers on the effects of wing location and missile roll angle on variolls force 
coefficients. The PMARC model of the Meyer wing-body is seen in Figure 4.2b 
B. AF:JWDYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS 
)\ large emphas is is matle in validating the aerotlynamic coefficients presented in Refs. 
[21. 22, 23]. Meyer [Ref. 23) provides a comprehensive sd of data with which to compare 
experimental values to Pr..-IARC generated coeHicients like the prcssure coeffi(;ient (Cp) and the 
normal force coefficienT (CN) for the missile wings and body. It is more tlifficult for Pi\.-tARC to 
match the coefficients for The configuration used by Smith [Rcf. 2 1, 221 due to canard- tail-body 
flow interactions. The wakc modeling provided hy PMARC is no! found to be rohUST in terms of 
dealing with downstream interactions trom OTher components of the body geometry. ApplicaTion 
of the I'MARC wake mechanism provide the most difficu lt aspect of n,odeling the nows 
although some reasonable coefficient values are obTained by applying vortex sheeT tyre wakes to 
the models as di s(;usscd below 
L I} 
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Figure 4.1:1 One-Third Scaled Missile Model Used (or Experiments, From Ref. [2IJ. 
FiGure 4.th PMARC Panel Model of Smith's Missile. 
Figure 4.2:1 i\'leyer Wing~H(ldy Model Used for Expcrimt:ntll, Ji' rom Ref. [22J. 
Figure 4.2b PMARC Panel Model of'\leycr's Configuration. 
1. Pressure Coefficient (Cp) 
CompHi~o~ of the PMARC generated Cp distribution around an axisym[l1etrie body to 
other data and theories provides insight to the accuracy of I'MARC. 
a. Nose Geometry 
Many generdl theories predicting the preSSllre distribution over bodies are 
functions of the local slope along the bodies. Theoretical analysis of the Meyer b9dy (Figure 
4.2) and the pressure distribut ion around it requires that the nose geometry be mathematically 
defined. The nose on this body is a tangent-ogive. This is a fairly common nose configuration 
on many types of air-to-air missiles. A general equation [Ref. 24 J used to define a tangent-ogive 
for miss ile appl ications is: 
Y(X)=~R2 _(X_ L)2 _ b (4.1) 
For the case of the Meyer body with a nose length of 2d (L "" 0.30 18 ft) based on a body 
diameter of 0.1509 ft, the parameters in Equation 4.1 an: R 0= 0.6414 ft, and b = 0 .5659 ft . TIlese 
parameters are found by applying the following boundary conditions to Equation 4.1. 
y(O) - O 
y(L) "' d12 
(4.2a) 
(4.2b) 
Figure 4.3 shows the general geometry for a tangent-ogive nose described by Equation 4.1. 
Figure 4.3 Tangent-Ogive Nose Geometry. 
b. First Order Slender Body Theory 
First order Slender Body Theory (SBT) predicts a Cp distribution that is linear in 
AOA about a body of revolution at low AOA. Equation 4.3 represellts the first order equation 
for the Cp about a slender body [Ref. 25). The 0 body angle is referenced 10 zero at thc six 
o'clock position looking al the body frotn the nose to Ihetai l 
Cp(x) = 4ay'(x)cos(S) (4.3) 
For the example of the ogive nose for the Meyer body, the equation for y'(x) results from taking 
the derivative of Equation 4.1 which describes the shape of the nose. The derivative of Equation 
4 .1 gives the local slope of the ogive nose. 
Shown in Figure 4.4 is the Cp cOlUparison along the length of the body from first 
order SOT results to those of PMARC for the Meyer body-alone. The PMARC results are 
concluded to be more accurate than SBT near the nose. As seen in Figure 4.4. tirst order SBT 
predicts zero Cp 3t AOA when the slope of the body relative to the body axis is zero. 
Figure 4.4 Cp Comparison Along Top and lIottolll of the Meye r Body-Alonc, 
AftcrRef.(241· 
First order SBT only predicts pressure disturbances resulting from AOA effects 
Hence at zero AOA, SBT predicts a zero pressure distribution as seen in Equation 4.3. 1n 
\;ontrast, PMARC calculates the pressure distribution from body thickness effects as well as 
AO .. \ effects. 1n order to make a comparison between th,~ SBT and P\1ARC result>, the 
thickne~~ effects must be subtractcd nut nf the PMARC resulN. This is done by running ti,e 
body in P!vj,\RC at zero A() .. \, and then running it at the desired ,\OA (e.g., 5°). Kow the Cp 
resulLing from jmt AOA t:ffects is essentially the Cp from the run at AOA lHiJluS the Cp resulting 
from the zero ,\0,\ run. The Cp from the zero AOA run is actually the pre<;sure di,trilmtion 
generated from the body thickness effec.ts By suhtracting value, the remaining Cp is due to 
AOA effects as seen in Equation 4.4 
(4.4) 
For the \-leyer hody \, .. ith a tangent-ogive nose of length x/d=2, the Cp expression from first 
order SBT is seen in Equation 4.5. 
fiJr x s: 2d (4.5a) 
("r(x) =0 for x;:: 2d (4.5b) 
c. Second Order Slender Body Theory 
As seen in figure 4.5, the Cp comparison aloHg the mid-lint: of the Meyer body 
Obviously, tht: st:\;ond onkr SBT is not matchin1? the Cp vt:ry wdlnear the nose oftht: !xxI)' as it 
cannot account for all the disturbances tl,at PM,\RC models. Fquation 4.6 shows the 3econd 
order tht:ory rRef~. 25, 27]. [fl thi~ cast:, the e body anglt: is rt:ft:renced from Ihe thrt:t: o'clock 
position looking at the body from the nose to the tail. This i~ different from the fint order [henry 
~quation alld needs to be kept in mind when comparing the two el.juatiolls. 
CplX) - -4uy'(x)sin(O)+u"D-4ws1 (8)1 (4.6) 
rhe same local slope equation y'(x) applies to the second order Equation 4.6 as it does for the 
first Oflil:r Eqllation 4.5 
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Figure 4.5 The Cp Comparison Along the Mid-line of the Meyer Body-Alone, 
After Ref. (23J. 
d. Experimental Vata Comparisofl 
Mendenhall et. al. [Ref. 26J provides data describing the Cp distribution arollml 
the body at different fuselage stations_ The Mendenhall data is for a tangent-ogive nose-body 
with a nose 1enb<1h of xJd"'3 lind a body length of xJd=7.7. In th is data. the ~ body angle is 
referenced to zcro at the six o'clock position looking at the body from the nose to the tai!. A 
comparison of the Cp distribution with the PMARC data generated at different locations along 
the hody from P)'1ARC is shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. Fair agrccruent is seen near the nose of 
the body. The agreement breaks down toward the tail of the hody as nonlinear flow effects and 
separaled fiow begin to dominate 
Figure 4.6 Cp Comparison for AOA"'15~ at Mach:=O.3 of Body of Revolution, 
After Ret: [261. 
so , 00 150 
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Figure 4.7 Cp Comparison for AOA=20~ at Mach:=O.3 of Body of Revolution, 
AftnRcf. [261. 
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2. Normal Force Coefficient (Cr-;) From Initial Wake Model 
Th~ two configuration, shown in Figur~s 4. 1 and 4.2 ar~ initially analyzed using a 
, implified wake modeL This wake model con,ists of wakes sh~d from the horizonta l control 
surfaces as wcll as a circular·shaped wake shcd from the hlunt tai i. This wake modd proves to 
be inad",quate for 1'r>,'IARC to prorcrly calculate the eN values. A more accurah: wake model is 
discussed in a la ter s~ctioll. Even though inaccurak, the r",sults from the init ia l modeli ng 
attempts ar~ st ill ofintnest, and the fo llowing is a discussion of the results. 
As s",en ill Figure 4.8 the comparison between Mey",r's data lRe f. 23J and P"r>,.fARC 
shows genera l agre",ment at relatively low AOA for CN of the total wing-body system at a zero 
roll angle (6-0°) . This configuration has large wings relative to l}Ody diameter. Th", willgs 
generat~ th", ",ajority of the lifting force in th is case which is modded wdl by PMARC. Fi gure 
4.9 shov.·, the C" comparison for th", body-alone cas",. Apparently_ the PMARC model is not 
accounting pmp<;:rly for the lift du", to the body . III th", lakr sedion on wake model ing a more 
accurate method to predid body lift is di~cuss<::d. Figur", 4.10 shows the C~ comparison for the 
wings i" the presence of the body, and th", body in th", presence of the wings. These resu lts a re 
matched reasonable well at low AOA due to the presence of t.h~ wings and the lift they produe~ 
The CN curve for the Smith missile configu ration seen in Figure 4. 11 Show5 that 
PMARC IInderpredids the val u"-'$ compared to Smith's exp~ri r(l ellta! vailies IRek 2 1, 22J and 
the AI'95 data [Ref 28J. Most likely the lift du", 10 the body is not he ing fully aceourrted for 
similar to the Meyer body-alone as discu'>sed previously. The Smith missi le has small wing 
surfaces consistent with most tactical missiles. In this ca,,,,, the majority of the li fting force 
comes trom body lift. Since the PMARC model devised for the Smith miss il", does not model 
the body lift well. the deviation bt:tween the experimemal CN and the PMARC predict ion is 
relatively larg"'. In the wake modeling section to follow, a discussion is made of the use of 
vortex sheet wak", s"'paration lines along the body to better mode l the body li ft contribut ion as 
we ll as the usc of wakes sh",d frorn the canards and tai l surfa(;es to account for t.he lift 
contribution from these components 
18 i 
Figure 4.8 C N for Total Wing-Body System at Zero Roll Angle. After Ref. [23]. 
"I- PMAACTailC~(;Ujarwake Modei J 
-- Me1erOata 
Figure 4.9 C" Comparison for Body-Alone, After Ref. 1231. 
F"igure4. 10 CN Comparison for Ihe Wing inlhe Presence of the Body (Crcw(b» arid the 
Body in tile Presence of the Wing (CN_b(w)), After Ref.12JI. 
1S ~~ 25 
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F'igure4.11 CN Co mparison or a Canard-Controlled Missile, After Ref. [21, 28). 
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C. WAKE MODELING 
The wake modclillg in PMAKC is (he principal componCIll in predict ing tile lift force 
contributions of indi~' idual body components. For a basic wing model, the wake mechanism is 
well understood, and a shed wake is placed at the trailing edge of tht: wing. This type of 
configuration usually results in close comparisons bet\vccn the lift on the wing from PMARC 
and o ther published values. In contrast, the case of a missile body with canard and tail surf~ce5 
proves mort: difficult in modeling an accurate wake shedding system. A major ity of the wake 
modeling dIon centers around the Meyer body-alone configuration_ This configuration provides 
a good test base to validate the different wake modeling schemes attempted. More on this wake 
modeling effort fulluws in the next section. 
It is felt more work could be done on enhancing the I'MAKC body lift component to 
further improve the correlation between the PMARC results and those from experimental 
methods. There is apparently a trade-off in accuracy in the modeling of the wake shed from the 
body. This wake shedding is the mechanism for generating lift forces in PMARC. For the 
cruciform missile bod ies at a 0° roll angle, or ill the "plus" cunfiguration, only the hori;tontal 
contrul ~urfaees are a%igned wakt:s since the verti~~1 surfaces are assumed to contr ibute no lift 
to the missile system 
The wake model for the Meyer missile ~t a 45° roll angle, or in the "X" configuration, 
requires that each of the four wings shed a wake since each wing is generating li ft in tha t 
orientation. Consequently, th~ lower two win~s have wak~s which penetrate the aft fuselage 
whe ll the missile is placed at an AOA. This meant thaI these two w~k~s havt: lu be truncated on 
~ach Irailing edge so Ihey will just miss the fuselage at a given AOA as Ihey convect 
downstream . This causes the lift for thuse particular wings to be underpredicted. The 
alternatives in this configurat ion ~re having the wakes from the lower rwo wings extend alung 
the entin;: wing trailing edge and penetrate the aft fuselage or truncate the trail ing edge wakes 
causing tht: lift contribution frum the wings to be underpredided. 
I'MARC bas two options within its wake rnexlel. There i~ the opt ion to have a rigid wake 
or ~ nt:xib le wakt: . A rigid wake is (;onveeted at the free st ream velocity and is transported 
downstream with no distort ion of the wake panel. A nexible wake is convected with the local 
velocity fie ld and provides modeling of vortex roll-up as seen, for example, in a wing tip vortc.\ 
system, The llexible wake is mQre computationally intensive than th~ rigid wake and is morc 
prone to cau.'iC problcms in running a model 
1. Vortex Sheet Separation Line for the'Vleyer Body-Alone 
In this analy.,is, two wake mmJe]s an: Ilsed in P\1ARC for the Mcyer bndy-~Ione 
cordi r.nrat;on tilal. allnwcd for stahle computalilliK The I'reviulJ~ly di~~\lsst'd tirst wake modcl 
aHtlllpled for the Meyer body-alone consists of a circlilar-~hapo;:J wake sht:d from around thc 
edgt' of the blunt tail. The 5econd wake model place,; two vortex sheet ,vakc separation lint's 
along tht kng;th 01 lh ~ lxxly at r.eneral con,i,;"'nl with published vOltex separaiion 
lin~5 rRt:f~_ 26, 27] second wake nllldcl provides a lar,v,e ~lIIounl of flexibility in 
controlling the C" calculated by P\1ARC The PMARC model for the \1cyer h<)dy-all\n~ 
consists of 2940 pantls with 60 panel, plil~td ~ir~lIlllf~r~ntially and 49 panGls placed ax ial ly 
The discretization of the body is I~rgtly at tht: disndion of the user. This relatively larp;e 
numbt:r of ~ir~IJJll[erent;I,1 panels allowed flexihility with selecting wak~ separation lines, For 
th~ l\-'1ty~r bndy-~lone, two wake <'cparalion lines are started ill the la,'g~nl point of the nose and 
[.od)' and cCllltinued back Ie, the comeroflhe bluni tail. This is done in an attempllO silJlulatt' the 
~~tu~1 oeMi,,)) of the vortex shedding indicated in Refs. [2G, 27] 
Figur~ ·1.12 is an excerpt from II DA lAS input file seen in Appendix E for the Meyer 
body-alone m nn AOA of 20° The param eters in the wake section allow tile user to control tlit 
location 01 llit w~k~ sllt:d liue in any arbilmry manner consi~l.ent with tht: panel goometry'. 
JTKFT/,- l. INTRW=O, &END 
KWUNE=J9, K\VPA)\1-19 
INITlAL·'·O, &r:;-..J1l 
lTRfTZ= I. INIRW=O &END 
KWLTKE-ll KWPANJ=19. 
IKTTlAL-O. &FNO 
Figure 4.12 Excerpt of Wake Input Parameters from a HATA511J[mt Fil~. 
The KWPANI=19 parameter indicates the wake line begins at section 19. This 
corresponds to the tangent point of the nuse and body (i.e" there are 19 axial sections used to 
define the tangent-ogive nose). KWPAN2=44 indicates the wake line ends at the comer of the 
blunt tail which corresponds to section 44. Fur reference, section one is at the nose and section 
49 is the last section at the t,1iL Figure 4.13 shows the Meyer body with wake panels being shed 
along the vortex sheet sepanltion lines that arc specified in the DATA 5 input fil e for this model 
at an AOA of 100. The gray.scale representation of the body in Figure 4.13 corresponds to the 
pressure distribution around the body for the particular time step 
Figure 4.13 Meyer Body-Alonewitb Symmetric Vortex Separation Lines (AOk=100 ). 
rhe K WLiNE parameter indicates where along the circumference of the body the wake 
separation line is positiuned. The positive-Y side of the body is divided into 30 axial lines as is 
the negative-Y side of the hody. The positive-Y side stans with line one at the bottom of the 
body and increments clockwise (looking nose to tail) to the top of the body at line 30. The 
negative-Y side starts with its line J at the top of the body and increments clockwise to the 
bottom at ils line 30 resulting in" INn l offiO increments around the ci rcumference of the body 
The separat ion lines for the body shown in figure 4 .13 correspond to a KWUNE- 17 for the 
positive· Y side of the body, mal K \'v'LlNE-- U for the negative. Y side of the body. 
With d\e PMARC method of modeling a li liing body, it requi res the user to predict the 
location of body vortex separation line before actually running the ;;ode For the comparison 
seen in Figure 4. 14, the general locat ions of the vort~x separation lines ar~ i" itial ly guessed at 
using information from Refs_ [26, 27J, and then they arc moved in an iterat ive process unt il the 
eN va lues matched the exper im ental data from J.:ef. [23 J. Obviously this Iyf:>C of process is 
most ly limited to investigating configurations where the coeffici ents are knO'>'-11 fro m previous 
experimenta l or cornput~tiona l data_ An~ l ysis of incompletely studied configurations is I)()ssibh: 
based on some understanding of the physics of the flow and predictinp l h~ vonex scpar~tion 
li nes from a boundary layer ana lysis or from N3vier·S tokes computations 
1- pMAflQ Body Vooe. Wake Ih,dHI 
- r MeY"rDala . 
-- -- -
'r 
:r ,,l-;.~~~,, ~ 
AOA.deg 
Hgure 4.14 eN Compa rison (or the Bo"~'-Alone, After Iter. \23J. 
2. Vortex Sheet Separation Line fOl" the Smith Canard-
Controlled Missile 
In this analysis, two wake models are used in I'll-fARe for the Smith missile that allowed 
for stable computations, The previously dis~usst:d first wake model attempt for the missile 
consists of wakes shed from each of the horizontal canard and tail surfac~s as well as a circular-
shaped wake shed from around the edge of the blullt tail. lbt: second wake model places wakes 
at the control surfHct:s and also two vortex sheet wake separation lines along the length of the 
body at locations generally consistent with published vortex separation lines [Refs . 26, 27]. 
A representation of the I'MARC model showillg the wake panels and vortex separation 
line on the body is se~n in figure 4.15. TIlis missile modd is initially constructed with only 20 
panels placed circumferentially ~round the body. Time constraints do not allow a more finely 
meshed model to be created. llle ~xisting panel distribution does not allow a large amount of 
flexibility in placing the vortex sheet separation line. Hence, as scen in Figure 4.16, the eN 
values calculated with PMARC arc not as close to the experimental data as those that are 
obtained for the Meyer body-alone due to its finer panel discretization. 





Figure 4.16 eN Comparison ofa Canard-Controlled Missile, After Ref. ]21,28]. 
Comparisons are also made of the pitching moment coefficient (Cy) from PMARC and 
those from experiments for the Smith missile. The I'MARC C~: results arc seen to be widely 
scattered and not within reasonable variation from the values publisht:l.l in Rd". [2 1] , and 
therefore are not deemed meaningflli cnougJl \0 plot. Apparently the wake model llsed to match 
the eN valllCS is not sufticicnt to also match the eM results . TIlis is not altogether surprising 
since computational matching of C),1 values is typically more difficult lu do than matching Un: 
force coefficients. If PMARC is to be lIsed as II complete design tool, a more detailed wak", 
morl",1 will undoubtedly nced to be constructed in urd",r to properly match all thc coefficients if 
pl>s;;ible 

VI. SUMMARYA~O CONCLLTSJONS 
I'h~ main goal of this allalysis is to determine the suitahjlity uf i'M.ARC for initial 
aerudynalnie missile uesign, Tu accumplish Pl\.oV\RC is compared with resull '; availahle 
from other analyses ami [rom ~"p~rim~n!.s. This al1ow~ conclusions to be drawn on the 
<.:apabilities as well as the limitations ofPlvlARC 
It is found that P\1ARC, in general, can properly predic t results for low AOA wing 
configurations as is expecteJ from a pol t: nlial fluw <':lXle. The fundamental me<.:hanism for 
produ~ing lift in PMAf{C is the shed wake modeling. This wake-sherkiing pro~ess is well 
defined for a v"jng modd. 
I 'lIt: Ilnsi eady capabilities ~xplored in j'lvlARC prove to he an accurat t: luul fur prcuicting 
the lift anu moments of o~eilJaling wings when cOHlpar~d tn Ih~or}' anu the NPS unsteady panel 
code. Addi tional investigations of more complex coniiguralions in an oscillatory flnw ar~ 
needed to fully understand the limilS of PM.I\RC's unSTeady cnpabilities. An investigatioTL of the 
indicial aeroJynarni<.: <.:apahilitie,,, of P'tvlARC "how~ I·easonahl ~ r~ sulls wht:n comp~red to other 
uata 
Significant challenges are en~ounkreu in attempting to model the wakes shed from 
bodie, or revollIlion and IlOdies of revolution with contl"Ol 1t look ".,veral iterations to 
develop an intuitive 3c/l~me for the calculation of lift for bod ie3 of revolutiun. Fina lly ~ wnke 
modelillg 5eheme using vortex separation lines along the length of the body produced normal 
for<.:e ~o~ Hi.<.:i ~ Jlt:i clost: to exp~rimental data. A combination of the vorl€x s ~paration lincs along 
Ihe body and wake shedding trom the tails and canards are used f,x lh ~ ennard-<.:ollirulkd 
missile. Although the normal fur<.:~ eodfiei~!ll values <.:akulated with PM.ARC for thi:; 
configuration are close to the experimental dala, rea~onable values for the pitching moment 
<.:Otff'iei ~ Tlts al·e not produced. A more detailed wake model would be the n~xt diredion in the 
study of lift rroducinl,': "I"JlJ~r boJi~s with cunlrul 511rl;1C~S. Furth~r work is nec~ssary to rcfiTl ~ 
this procedure for identifying the proper location of the separmion lines, This information will 
probably n~ ~d 10 b~ provided from a boundary layer analysis or Navier-Stoke,,, cakulations 
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APPENDIX D. CANARD CRUCIFORM MISSILE DATA5 INPUT 
FILE 
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